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2.0 Introduction

In 2006/7 a partnership consisting of the Welsh School of Architecture, University of Wales Bangor and Coed Cymru undertook a brief study
funded by the Countryside Council for Wales and the Wales Forest Business Partnership. The purpose was to establish the feasibility of producing
low cost, social housing using homegrown softwood.
At present all of the modern timber frame manufacturers in Wales (and the UK) use imported softwoods because of the greater stability and
superior strength properties of slow grown softwood from cooler and drier climates. It was recognised that simple substitution with homegrown
softwood was not an option. If a system was to be adopted generally it would need to stabilise the main structural components and eliminate
the need for conventional trussed rafters. This would require a radical departure from existing practice.
This report outlines the argument of producing affordable housing for rural Wales that is:
• Low cost;
• High-utility;
• Sustainable (social, economic and environmental)
We propose a solution using sitka spruce as a:
• modular glu-laminated post and beam structure, maximising the use of readily available, standard lengths and sections of sitka spruce;
• modular panel system based on spruce or other softwoods that can provide flexibility in use and adaptation in the future through wall,
window and door positions;
• without the need to defect cut any spruce for laminating;
• using basic mecahnical fixings such as brackets, plates and screws to maximise the potential to dissasemble the structure later.
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3 . 0 w e l s h t i mb e r

Wales has 150,000 hectares of coniferous plantations which produce
around a million tonnes of softwood in the round per annum. 100,000
hectares of this area is managed for NAW by FC. This produces
770,000 tonnes of round wood. Over 70% of current production is
Sitka spruce, a native of the Pacific coast of North America. It has
become the predominant species in Welsh plantations because of its
liking for our mild, wet climate and its ability to establish in peaty
upland soils.
In its native range, Sitka spruce grows slowly to a great age. These
old growth stands produce a pale coloured timber with exceptional
strength to weight ratio, which led to its use in aircraft frames. Welsh
spruce grows much faster producing timber of lower density with
heavier branching and larger knots. It is processed for a number
of markets including fencing, woodfuel, chipboard and pallets but
the most important commodity produced is carcassing timber which
is machine graded to C16, the lowest strength class in general use.
This is widely sold through builders’ merchants for use in general
carpentry. Welsh grown C16 spruce is readily available in a range of
standard lengths to 4.8m, a standard thickness of 47mm and widths
from 75mm to 250mm. It is seldom used in modern timber frame
construction which normally utilises higher grades of imported C24 or
TR26 softwood. Although Welsh spruce has poorer structural properties
than imported softwoods, it is its tendency to twist during drying that
timber frame manufacturers cite as their reason for not using it.
R e s e a r c h
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4 . 0 a ff o r d a bl e h o u s i n g

The period between 1996 and 2003 saw an increase in the UK of over one million households due to changing lifestyles and an increase in
single occupancy. The effect of this was highlighted in the Barker Report:
“Continuing at the current rate of house building is not a realistic option, unless we are prepared to accept increasing problems
of homelessness, declining affordability and social division, decline in standards of public service delivery and increasing costs
of doing business in the UK – holding back our economic success”

The government is setting increasing targets to meet the rising demand for new houses, and a large proportion of these will be affordable and
key-worker dwellings. These will have to conform to standards being set for sustainable housing development and increasing targets for levels of
Modern Methods of Construction (MMC). According to the National Audit office, using MMC it should be possible to produce four times as many
homes with the same site labour as using traditional techniques. The Welsh Assembly is advocating increased use of MMC in Wales in line with an
identified need for affordable housing to improve the quality of life for all. The Welsh Assembly’s Better homes for the people of Wales states:
‘We want everyone in Wales to have the opportunity to live in good quality, affordable, housing; to be able to choose where
they live and decide whether buying or renting is best for them and their families.’

While this may be improving rapidly within the cities and towns, there is still a need for good quality, affordable housing in the valleys and
rural areas post industrial use addressed in People, Places, Futures – The Wales Spatial Plan, the Planning Policy Wales – Technical Advice Notes
and the Development Quality Requirements.
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5.0 prefabrication

Development
In various forms, prefabrication in construction has existed since the
first timber structures were erected using pre-selected trees for their
particular shape and curve, felled and processed on-site prior to
assembly with all other pre-prepared parts. This was and still is
most notable in the construction of cruck-framed barns and houses.
This process continued through the box-framing Tudor periods where
timber sections and lengths became relatively standardised for the
use in house frames. This timber practice was superceded by the use
of brick as a prefabricated modular unit and developed further with
the introduction of steel sections manufactured in standard sizes or
fabricated to order.
Over the last 100 years, this trend towards prefabrication has
developed significantly within the construction industry throughout
the world. Inspired by movements and practice within the automotive
industry, architects such as Le Corbusier, Mies van der Rohe and Konrad
Wachsmann sought to rationalise and standardise the construction
of housing in order to improve efficiency and quality while reducing
time and cost. Early developments were limited to stick-frame building
methods originating in the USA, by which houses were erected from a
set of standard sized timber elements: posts, beams, braces and trusses
connected together using nails and screws. This evolved in Europe into
investigations by which complete building elements were prefabricated
off-site and assembled on-site that included structure, interior finish,
building paper and insulation.
R e s e a r c h
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5.0 prefabrication

Contemporary timber systems
Innovative methods of timber construction are common in Scandinavia,
where there is an abundance of high quality timber. There are
numerous timber prefabricated construction systems available that
utilise Scandinavian and Baltic softwoods. Most are prefabricated
structural panels, that are sometimes left exposed for the interior finish,
using various methods of laminating and jointing between small lengths
and sections of C16, C24 or TR26 rated softwood such as spruce, and
pine. The panels, generally as complete wall pieces with windows and
doors pre-cut, are mechanically manoeuvred and fixed together on-site
to form a structural shell with insulation, services and exterior cladding
applied to the external wall surfaces. There are many variants of this
system, but the more advanced structurally insulated panels (SIP) offer
the option of creating a watertight shell, often erected in 2-3 days,
prior to the installation of services and external claddings.
These innovative timber systems are beginning to impact on the
UK market due to increasing government drivers towards off site
construction. However, all the systems in general use in the UK use
imported softwoods rather than locally sourced timber.
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5.0 prefabrication

UK
As a result of the Latham (1994) and Egan (1995) reports there has been an increased drive towards off-site construction in UK housing as
a means to improve cost, quality and time. At this time the construction industry was not in a position to offer ‘home-made’ prefabrication
as a method of achieving this, and so began the importation of Scandinavian, German, Austrian and Polish systems using cheaper and stronger
softwood than was thought to be available in the UK. More recently, there has been an attempt by the Housing Corporation to expand on the
findings of the Egan report, addressing the current attitudes towards prefabrication, sustainability and the housing crisis identified by the Barker
report in 2004. Known as Modern Methods of Construction (MMC) and supported by the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM) and the
Building Research Establishment (BRE), the aim is to continue the increase in off-site construction and prefabrication to improve the efficiency
of the industry.
However, this is likely to continue the increase in importation, while ignoring the properties of the softwoods available in the UK. While the
various panel systems in Europe are an efficient and innovative solution to housing construction they are ‘high-tech’ requiring large and expensive
factories and machinery which is difficult to transfer to another country until an established market and timber source is available. Therefore, Solid timber panels: Fairmule House, London
in terms of sustainability, these systems seem best limited to high density projects and urban sites located near to distribution or fabrication
warehouses or shipping ports. Away from this sort of site and project, it could result in higher energy consumption through transport and the
need to bring specialist construction teams from the head office to install the panels, under utilising UK local labour.
Currently, the Welsh MMC supply chain is immature compared to that in the rest of the UK. Many of the Welsh MMC manufacturers are receiving
larger orders from hotel and fast food retailers outside Wales than from construction and housing companies within Wales. With the correct input,
many of the current MMC suppliers have the potential to develop more focussed and advanced construction systems.

Kingspan TEK SIPS system
R e s e a r c h
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6.0 precedent

Dieter Thiel : Bangert House & office (1996)
This house and studio in the southern Black Forest uses 200 x
300mm prefabricated, laminated, hollow box beams placed together in
a tongue-and-groove system to create a continuous wall. The outer and
inner surface of the beams become the external skin and internal lining
with wool fibre insulation inside the hollow cavity. At the end of each
wall a steel reinforced beam provides further lateral stability.
Placed together as a contemporary, vertical log cabin, the building
consists of 3 differently sized volumes forming the open-plan house.
The house is raised off the ground with precast concrete piles directly
supporting the solid section floor beams.
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6.0 precedent

Konrad Waschmann : General panel system (1941)
“Today, the wooden house is produced by machines in
factories, not by the craftsman in his shop.”

The general panel system was a method similar to the American
platform frame. The dimensions of supporting cross sections matched
the boards used but are laid horizontally rather than vertically to
frame the supporting walls. Top and bottom plates provide stability to
the panel. These are joined to form a wall frame using clamps at the
corners to provide stability. Floors and ceilings are constructed in a
traditional manner, but are integrated with the general panel system.
The system developed a three dimensional iron joint that could be
used for all connections, as seen opposite. This innovative jointing
system was based on asymmetrical wooden wedges that created an
angled three dimensional joint, joined on the inside of the frame with
an iron joint.
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6.0 precedent

Walter Segal : the Segal method (1962)
The segal method was essentially a method of simplifying the building
process through the reduction of building elements to their essentials.
It is an open technique, based on readily available knowledge and
techniques, and using standardised lengths of timber. The system is
based on readily available lengths of timber used to form a frame,
connected using brackets, plates, screws and nails, and board materials
to create an envelope.
The method could be used to create a variety of one or two storey
buildings, for example with pitched or flat roofs, double height spaces
and courtyards. These were adaptable and easily extended.
The transparency of the building process meant it could be easily
understood and was to be built by relatively unskilled labour. It
was therefore kept as simple as possible to minimise cost, time and
mistakes and accidents.

R e s e a r c h
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General arrangement of post and beam frame

Kitchen bay with services and structural voids

frame under construction

Internal view
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6.0 precedent

The Jorn Utzon Espansiva System (1970)
The Espansiva system is a standardised additive system for low cost, low
density rural housing, based on modules creating single storey homes.
The system is based on modules of three standard sizes:
1: 3000x2016mm - Bathroom, Lobby, WC/lobby
2: 3000x3216mm - Single bedroom, study, kitchen
3) 3000x5016mm - living room, double bedroom
Espansiva module sizes can be created from the same section timber

These modules are small pavilions with a post at each corner and
a standardised roof pitch at 17.5 degrees. The system creates a
simple series of portal frames created from a series of prefabricated
elements.
The building envelope uses standard sized components in very lean
system based on a basic module of measure of 120mm. However, it
used non-standard 3m long stressed skin plywood panels on the roof.

Exploded diagram of post and beam frame
R e s e a r c h
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Exploded diagram of infill panels
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6.0 precedent

The Jorn Utzon Espansiva System (1970)
The Espansiva modules enable simple and varied spatial arrangements
to be created with minimal structural intrusion into spaces. When units
are placed together they have a 120mm gap between them which
provides tolerance.
Modules are then combined to create a wide variety of house types. The
additive nature of the system means that a larger plot size is required
compared to traditional building systems- however, it can be simplified
or rationalised to reduce the plot size.
The houses resulting from the system look and feel very Japanese,
both spatially and aesthetically. However, they are also reminiscent of
Welsh cruck framed houses; these were created using two prefabricated
components to form the cruck, which were arranged in interconnected
standard cells. These could create complex layouts if required, and were
grouped according to site conditions.

A single module can be internally configured for numerous uses

Example house types; a range of houses including courtyard houses and longhouses can be created
R e s e a r c h
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7.0 ty unnos - sitka spruce system

Frame options
The sections required to support the required spans and roof loading
are too large to be cut form Welsh spruce without including the centre
of the tree (boxing the heart). This invariably causes the posts to split
and warp badly.
Glue lamination of thinner sections to form solid posts and beams is
feasible but the process is slow and the cost of equipment is prohibitive
for small scale manufacture.
Other engineered profiles like I beams and lattice structures and
box beams can be produced relatively simply by slotting components
together using tightly fitting joints which hold while the glue is curing.
This simplifies the cramping process and increases the throughput.
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7.0 ty unnos - sitka spruce system

Preferred option
A modular system based on the Espansiva method of laminated portal
frames with plywood panels, on precast concrete bearers was suggested
as a suitable model to follow. It provided an excellent starting point
for the thinking process but not a solution. We were able to make the
laminates from homegrown spruce but the process is slow and would
require substantial capital investment. Costs ruled this out.
At a meeting with the teams structural engineer, work undertaken
by Coed Cymru employing box beams was revisited and immediately
showed promise. A jointing system was devised and tested and found
to be fit for purpose. Producing box beams is quicker and simpler
than lamination and the precast concrete elements are eliminated. The
resulting structure is light but very strong and easy to erect on the
simplest foundations.
Although it would be possible to use plywood infill panels this would
require the importation of non-standard sizes. Instead we have
prototyped a lightweight box panel of the same external dimensions as
the structural beams which can be prefilled with hemp fibre (or other)
insulation. The same panel will provide walls, roof and floor with a very
high standard of thermal efficiency.
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7.0 ty unnos - sitka spruce system

Engineering the system
Cowley Timberwork Ltd were retained to consider the engineering
implications of the system including two options for jointing the box
beams, one based on internal steel sleeves the other using laminated
hardwood cores. Both systems were shown to be fit for purpose but
at this stage only the steel option has been developed.

windows.
25mm facings provide a robust surface for cladding and for internal
lining.

Gordon Cowley

needed. Box Sections, as developed by Coed Cymru in other contexts
use less wood fibre and less labour to fabricate. Insulation in the
void can reduce the cold bridging effect of solid timber.
d)
45mm Spruce to C16 grade is readily available up to
220mm wide.
e)	Pad footings (at column bases only) provide quick and
easy
foundations.
f)
The frame spacing is governed by the architecture.

We were impressed by the modular concept and pleased to help
develop the design of the structure to work with Welsh timber.

Based on these parameters a number of computer runs were
undertaken:-

In essence it promises to be affordable as intended.

To this end the detailing of the frame was influenced by the following considerations:-

In the majority of locations a 220 square box comprising 2 pcs ex
50 x 225 plus 2 pcs ex 50 x 175 works nicely for columns and
rafters. For more highly stressed locations the two 175pcs were increased to 225 to give a 220 x 280 option for all floors and larger
span modules. All C16 grade.

a)	Recent Post & Beam projects have shown the practical
benefits of square columns matching, or slightly exceeding, the wall
thickness – this helps modular component detailing. They can be expressed to feature the building frame without interrupting the usable
space.
b)
The wall thickness will be governed by required “U” values
and by the qualities of environmentally friendly insulation to suit.
200mm would give 0.20 or better.
c)	Solid sections 200x200 would not be available, lamination
would be expensive and produce a much stronger component than
R e s e a r c h
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Thank you for the opportunity to be involved in a rewarding exercise
– the outcome produces an efficient structure without the need for
top of the range strength grades, and assembly does not necessitate
complex methods.

Success will, however, depend on the ability to condition the timber
to 12% mc or so without distortion – we would like to see further
work on a full size module or two to prove buildability.

So the whole structural frame can be built with 2” x 9” of ordinary
quality.
The Walls, Floor and Roof embrace much the same philosophy – cassettes or boxes using the same 50 x 225 resawn to 25mm boards
for both faces and ribs can be made long enough to span framing
in either direction – mainly influenced by opening for doors or
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7.0 ty unnos - sitka spruce system

Engineering the system
Summary of findings from calculations relating to the form of the shell 4)
The roof panels have been designed using C16 grade softwood
for proposed housing for Coed Cymru
and plywood skins of a lower percentile variety such as Canadian
Prepared by Frank Ward C Eng M.I. Struct. E
Softwood Plywood glued to the framing.
ECC Consulting Engineers
5)
The main frames have rafters, posts and floor supports
Calculation pages 5953-5002-01 to 111 inclusive are appended to this formed from C16 timbers in a rectangular or square form glued
summary and demonstrate various options in forming the frames and together yielding a hollow core.
joints.
The findings of the various options considered are set out below:
Assumptions made are as follows:
The stressed skin panels of the roof can be constructed with a double
1)
The roof will be a SEDUM roof with a total dead load skin of plywood and minimum 47x97 framing at 400mm crs or a
inclusive of the supporting panel self weight, insulation and finishes of single skin and a minimum of 47x122 framing. Insulation requirements
1.24kN/m2 on slope.
may demand deeper framing than the structural minimum.
2)
The imposed snow load has been taken at 0.9N/m2 on plan
equating to a site whose altitude does not exceed 300m above sea
level. No snow drift loading has been considered at this stage but
since in timber design it can be classed as accidental loading then it’s
effect is quite often not critical.

U n i t

Option 1) utilized 2/8mm Steel L shaped steel plates. These plates
require the inside faces of the boxes to be machined for shear plates.
This is an expensive option.
Option 2) examined the use of glulaminated European Ash effectively
finger jointed by overlapping laminations on two splice lines. An L
shaped block is formed on 50% of the assembled block being active at
the splices. To achieve adequate glue line area the laminations need
to approximately 7mm thick.
NB. The pages referred to above are in the full engineering analysis
which is not included in this report.

All frame spans were considered with various fixing options at the
base and haunch positions. Refer to calculation pages 15 and 16 for
various combinations examined.

In the order listed the theoretical horizontal haunch displacements are
– 11.3; 11.2; 10.7; 9.5; 9.7; 7.0; 9.7; 4.4; 12.0; 6.5; (Page 16) 12.4;
3)
Wind has been derived from BS6399 Part 2 for a 300m 11.6; 11.3. All in millimeters.
altitude. A monopitch form roof has been taken although it is Pages 71 to 103 also incorporates a 220x280 boxed floor beam fixed
recognized that the juxtaposition of the units could create a duo pitch. to both posts. Again the deflections are within the same range with
From experience the duo pitch form is not likely to be critical.
a maximum of 12mm.
R e s e a r c h

The maximum joint moments were then extracted and connection
options examined:
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A frame is created from box beams......					

and is infilled with lightweight, hemp filled box panels........			

module sized window and door units can be inserted as required.......			

infil continues around and above

R e s e a r c h
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which stack within the frame......
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8.0 Dimensional coordination

Learning from Espansiva
The espansiva system offered many lessons that were carried forward to the design of the Ty Unnos system:
-additive system						
-simplified componentry					
-module dimensions						
-dimension to include frame					
-standardised roof pitches					
-based on a 600mm module					

based on room sizes not structure
single beam/post component
derived from manufacturing sizes
not centre line
to provide a variety of possible finishes
for constructional flexibility

Modules are conceived as small pavilions with a post at each corner with a standardised roof at 17.5, 25 and
35 degree pitch based on four functional sizes:

		Construction dimension (m)	Internal Dimension (m)	Usable area (m2)
			
			
Module 1		
3.44x1.64			
3.0x1.2			
3.6
Module 2		
3.44x2.84			
3.0x2.4			
7.2
Module 3		
3.44x4.04			
3.0x3.6			
10.8
Module 4		
3.44x5.24			
3.0x4.8			
14.4

_wsa
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8.0 Dimensional coordination

Although the Ty Unnos system is essentially a stick system, the finished
room modules add up to a hybrid modular volumetric system assembled
on site. The illustrations opposite show example layouts. The possibilities 2 bed gull-wing house
for creating house types are numerous.

2 bed traditionally compact house

Advantages

- Resource lean
- Appropriate technology for self- or assisted build
- simplified, standardised kit of parts from readily available material
- may be developed or resourced through local supply chain, reducing
product miles
- Minimal foundations
- all componentry including furniture, fittings and fixtures can be based
2 bed L shaped house
on Coed Cymru products
- Adaptable manufacturing process ideal for intermediate labour market
or small enterprise
- Able to use a variety of different grades and species of softwood
- Excellent energy efficiency and durability

2 bed courtyard house

Disadvantages

- unknown costs
- untried manufacturing
3 bed longhouse
R e s e a r c h
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2 bed longhouse with internal courtyards
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9.0 2 bed courtyard house
R e s e a r c h
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1.0 layouts

2 bed L-house
R e s e a r c h
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3 bed Long house
R e s e a r c h
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10.0 Costings

Preliminary Costings
Based on the modular system one room would cost in the region
of £4,500. A 2 bedroom, 1living room/kitchen/bathroom/lobby design
would comprise 6 units and cost in the order of £27,000. This figure is
for the shell only and would include the costs of erection on site. The
cost of the site, finishings, foundations and services would need to be
added. Detailed costs would need to form part of further work.

_wsa
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1 1 . 0 S u mm a r y

The Ty Unnos system is a highly adaptable, additive, modular system
that can create a range of house types and sizes based on four
standard modules.
The system is based on a simplified, standardised kit of parts based on
a 600mm basic layout grid.
The system uses locally sourced timber in standard, readily available
lengths to create a simple housing system suitable for self or assisted
build. Although spruce is proposed, the system could use various grades
and species of timber.
The process is an adaptable manufacturing process ideal for intermediate
labour market or small enterprise.

_wsa
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12.0 Further work

The initial study has delivered far more than was expected. We have clearly established the feasibility of the system in so far as it can be tested
using computer models and scale models and we have a clear view of how the system will be manufactured, how it can be built and how it
will perform. We now need to build some prototype jigs and make up some simple structures for practical tests. Several small scale public sector
building projects have been identified to trial al low cost prototype.
Further research will be carried out on:
· Hemp fibre and other forms of insulation (DRU)
· Membranes (DRU)
· Cladding (DRU, Coed Cymru, UWB)
· Post and fixing (DRU, Coed Cymru, UWB)
· Roofing (WSA)
· Foundations (WSA)
· Details of cassettes (WSA, Coed Cymru)
· Detailed costings and production systems (WSA)
· Any legislative requirements not already considered (WSA)
· Durability and timber treatment (UWB)
This is our intention for 2007/8 though as yet we have no funding confirmed. By 2009 completion of the first dwelling is envisaged. The
necessary expertise would be transferred to suitable businesses. SIREN has been identified as a suitable enterprise and this process would be
able to extend their existing resettlement curriculum. See www.siren-ltd.com
The following detailed work is required:
· Build cramping jig (Coed Cymru)
· Make boxes to test stability (Coed Cymru, UWB)
· Test bending strength of boxes (TRADA/BRE/Treforest)
· Make up connectors (local firm)
· Test joints (TRADA)
· Make up frame (Coed Cymru)
· Make up cassettes for windows, doors, services (Coed Cymru)
· Assemble basic building (Coed Cymru)

Indicative future costs:
2007/8 £80,000
2008/9 £120,000
We hope to derive half from public funds and half from other sources. Any costs of construction would be met by the property owner, for
example the local authority involved.
R e s e a r c h
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1 3 . 0 A c k n o wl e d g e m e n t s

Countryside Council for Wales		

-		Project sponsor

Wales Forest Business Partnership		

-		Project sponsor

BSW Sawmills				

-		Supplier of sitka spruce

Cowley Timberwork			

-		Consultant engineers

NEO Fabrication				

-		Steel Components

Plant Fibre Ltd				

-		Hemp insulation
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14.0 Appendix

Coed Cymru
The Coed Cymru partnership was established in1985 when forestry,
farming and conservation interests from the public, private and voluntary
sectors came together to address the decline of native broadleaf
woodland in Wales. Woodland loss in Wales began in prehistoric times
and by 1985 only 3% of the original area still carried native woodland.
Loss and degradation in the 20th century was particularly dramatic. In
order to revive traditional woodland management experienced officers,
based in every county throughout Wales in Local Authority offices,
provide free help and advice to woodland owners and hardwood users.
Since 1986 6,000 projects involving 25,000 hectares of woodland
management and tree planting have been instigated.

Since 1990 Coed Cymru has conducted a series of research and
development projects to enable the use of Welsh timbers, often these
deemed unsuitable for mainstream market. Some notable successes
include:
Durable countryside furniture from green oak; Hardwood flooring; Welsh
Angle furniture; Laminated joinery; various options for fuel and bedding
from wood residues

Many bodies throughout Wales now specify the use of Welsh hardwood
in building and other projects and Coed Cymru is represented at
numerous events throughout Wales. Timber products from Coed Cymru
Funding for Coed Cymru comes from the Countryside Council for Wales, managed woodlands are eligible to carry the Forest Stewardship Council
Forestry Commission, Welsh Local Government Association, Environment logo.
Agency, Welsh Assembly Government and the World Wide Fund for
Contact:
Nature.
David Jenkins
Coed Cymru
The Old Sawmill
Trgynon
Newtown
Powys
SY16 3PL

Tel: 01686 650777
email: coedcymru@coedcymru.org.uk
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Design Research Unit

Resources

The Centre for Research in the Built Environment is recognised as a
Centre for Excellence by the Welsh Development Agency (CETIC) and has
particular expertise in sustainable design and construction from city
scale to materials and components.

DRU validates and tests designs through the use of the School’s
environmental laboratory where daylight design, solar and wind studies
are conducted using physical models. As well as the use of the
environmental laboratory another key resource is the Architecture
Library of the Welsh School of Architecture. This is the most
comprehensive architectural and planning library in the Principality
and contains historical and theoretical texts on architecture, urbanism
and landscape, plus an extensive collection of monographs on national
and international practice.

The Design Research Unit was set up in 1997 to concentrate on
architectural, urban design and landscape projects from the position of
research. The Unit undertakes projects, often in collaboration with other
specialists, that provide the opportunity for the development of design
studies based on research or as research in their own right.
The common goal in the work of the Design Research Unit to date
has been to found the activities of the Design Studio on a sound
research-based approach. As such, projects are shaped through rigorous
and critical analysis of all parameters shaping the conceptualisation,
development and solution of the project.

dru

w

The design and research projects are pursued through collective and
collaborative endeavour underpinned by the considerable resources of
the Centre for Research in the Built Environment, The Welsh School of
Architecture and Cardiff University.
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Contact:
Dr. Wayne Forster
02920 874389
ForsterW@cf.ac.uk
Steve Coombs
02920 875965
CoombsS@cf.ac.uk
Design Research Unit
Welsh School of Architecture
Bute Building
King Edward VII Avenue
Cardiff
CF10 3NB
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School of the Environment and Natural Resources, Bangor
Formerly called The School of Agricultural and Forest Sciences the new
school was formed in 1987 in a merger of the former departments
of Forestry (established 1904) and Agriculture (established 1888). The
School has many links with overseas institutions and runs research
projects in many countries. We were awarded a grade of 5 in the
last RAE. Laboratory facilities include two universal testing machines
located in a purpose built environmentally controlled room, for the
assessment of mechanical properties. Wood processing facilities include
a 3 m3 drying kiln, a pilot scale timber preservation plant, three
presses for the production of composites, and a well equipped wood
processing workshop. A fully equipped mycology laboratory is used
for the study of the biological decay of wood and other plant-derived
materials.
A full suite of analytical equipment is available including, gas-liquid
chromatography, GC-MS, scanning UV-vis, FTIR microscopy with NIR
capability, Dionex sugar analysis, mercury porosimetry, gas sorption
surface area/pore size distribution analyzer, SEM and SEM-EDXA, visible
and UV microscopy, half fringe photoelasticity, paper testing equipment,
impact tester, Dynamic Vapour Sorption Analyser, HPLC, UV exposure
apparatus, fluorescence microscope, helium pycnometer. There is a
small-scale pressure reactor for the chemical modification of wood
samples.

The wood science group within the school has been performing research
into wood modification for over 20 years and works closely with the
BioComposites Centre. Access to NMR, CP-MAS NMR, AA, AFM in other
departments via reciprocal arrangements.

Contact:
Dr Callum Hill
School of the Environment and Natural Resources
University of Wales, Bangor
Gwynedd
LL57 2UW
Tel: 01248 382449
email: c.a.s.hill@bangor.ac.uk
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